
 

 
Welcome to Rainbow class and your first year at school. This letter will give you 

lots of  information about the Autumn Term in Rainbow Class.  If you have any   

questions - please contact me through the school office.  
Rainbow Class Staff: 

Mrs. Bagnall - Class teacher           Mrs. Glenister - Class TA 

Mrs. Boland - Intervention support       

Communication and Language, Reading and Writing 

Across the Autumn Term we will be using three core 

texts to support our reading and writing skills. Your child 

will learn to retell each story using actions and simple    

pictures.   

 ‘Shh’ an exciting story based on Jack and the        

beanstalk where the reader takes a journey through the 

book from the view of a small person in a giant’s house.    

 

The Gruffalo, a familiar and popular children’s book 

about woodland creatures who are deceived by a very 

clever mouse.  

 

Finally ‘We’re Going on a Bear hunt’ a great adventure 

story that the children learn though song and drama. 

Your children will retell the stories and use them to inspire 

their own story telling. Your 

child will have story gardens 

and small world areas developed by them to 

support imaginative play influenced by the 

core texts.  Your child will also be using the 

outdoor area to inspire the retelling of these 

stories.  



Expressive Arts and Design 

Our learning this term will be influenced by our expressive arts and 

design unit titled ‘Love for Landscapes’. 

Your child will be introduced to an      

African artist John Ndambo. Famous for 

his bright and colourful depictions of   

traditional African life. He uses a pallet 

knife and acrylic paint to achieve the 

effects. Your child will learn these      

techniques and new skills using the 

same professional tools. They will learn 

about the continent of Africa and it’s 

physical features.  

 

In contrast your child will also be      

studying the famous ‘Hay Wain’      

painted by John Constable. Learning to 

compare similarities and differences 

between Suffolk and Africa. They will 

study colour theory and take the art 

outside using natural resources to      

create a picture. Your child will mirror 

the techniques of Constable and study their surroundings. They will 

use different states of water to create art. Your child will experiment 

with light and dark colours. Studying light as a scientist learning 

about shadows and sources of light.   

 

Physical Development 
PE lessons will take place on Wednesdays with  

Mrs. Barfoot. Please make sure you have an      

   indoor and outdoor kit. Your child will need a  

white t-shirt, blue shorts, tracksuit trousers and plimsols 

or trainers.   Please ensure that all uniform is labelled         

with your child’s name.  

                                Lessons will focus on developing                   

                               their spacial awareness and                    

                               teaching them to negotiate space          

                                safely, whilst playing team games. 



Google Classroom  

Following the successful introduction of Google Classroom (GC)  

during the lockdown period, we have decided to continue its use at 

RPS. GC will now be used for teachers to communicate and set  

regular homework and for you to submit and share your work online. 

• Newsletters and other relevant information will also be uploaded 

here for your reference.  

• All login details will be forwarded to you via parent mail with     

details of how to use Google Classroom. 

• If you have already accessed GC in our Nursery 

then you will use the same login details.  

• If you need further support with accessing or using 

GC at home please contact: 

                   support@rochford.essex.sch.uk.  

Number, Shape, Space and 

Measure 

 

Mathematics is split into two 

subsections, number and 

shape space and measure. 

Your child will be learning to use numbers to 

calculate, count and represent real life objects and shapes. They 

will experience a range of books with numbers in to support their 

learning. They will use numbers in the environment 

to consolidate their learning. This term 

shape space and measure will be taught 

through number and they will use shapes      

for counting, addition, subtraction and 

for sorting into groups. Addition and          

subtraction will also be taught using the box below 

and different shapes and pictures to deepen your child’s             

understanding of number.  



Key Dates 

 

• Weekly newsletters will be published onto GC every Friday           

afternoon and sent home to you via parent mail. 

• Non-pupil days 22nd & 23rd October & 2nd November 

• October half term - 26th - 30th October.  


